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From the existence of algebraic function "elds having some good properties, we
obtain some new upper bounds on the bilinear complexity of multiplication in all
extensions of the "nite "eld F
q
, where q is an arbitrary prime power. So we prove that
the bilinear complexity of multiplication in the "nite "elds F
qn
is linear uniformly in
q with respect to the degree n. ( 1999 Academic Press
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curves.1. INTRODUCTION*NOTATIONS
1.1. Bilinear Complexity of Multiplication
Let F
q
be a "nite "eld with q elements where q is a prime power and let
F
qn
be an F
q
extension of degree n. Let P(X)3F
q
[X] be a monic irreducible
over F
q
of degree n. Then F
qn
is constructed as the "eld F
q
[X]/(P(X)) and so
any element of F
qn
is represented by a polynomial of degree4n!1 with
coe$cients in F
q
. Consequently the multiplication of two elements of F
qn
cor-
responds to the multiplication in F
q
[X] modulo P(X). For any integer n, let
us consider the multiplication m in the F
q
-vector space F
qn
of dimension n. The
multiplication m is a bilinear map from F
qn
]F
qn
into F
qn
, thus it corresponds to
a linear map from the tensor product F
qn
?F
qn
over F
q
into F
qn
:
M : F
qn
? F
qn
PF
qn
.
More precisely, m"M 3/, where / is the canonical embedding from Fqn]Fqn
in the tensor product F
qn
?F
qn
de"ned by /(x, y)"x ? y. One can also364
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q
(F
qn
?F
qn
, F
qn
) by a tensor t
M
3F*
qn
?F*
qn
?F
qn
, where
F*
qn
"HomF
q
(F
qn
, F
q
) denotes the dual of F
qn
. Hence the product of x and y is the
convolution of this tensor with x? y3F
qn
?F
qn
. If
t
M
" j+
l/1
a
l
? b
l
? c
l
, (1)
where a
l
3F*
qn
, b
l
3F*
qn
, c
l
3F
qn
, then
x . y" j+
l/1
a
l
(x)b
l
(y)c
l
. (2)
Every expression (2) is called a bilinear multiplication algorithm U. The
number j is called the multiplicative complexity k (U) of U.
Let us set
k
q
(n)"min
U
k (U) ,
where U is running over all bilinear multiplication algorithms in F
qn
over F
q
.
Then k
q
(n) is called the bilinear complexity of multiplication in F
qn
over F
q
,
and it corresponds to the minimum possible number of summands in any
tensor decomposition of type (1).
Let us give the de"nition of the following asymptotic parameter:
M
q
"lim sup
n?=
k
q
(n)/n.
1.2. Basic Facts on the Algebraic Function Fields of One <ariable
Let F/F
q
be an algebraic function "eld of one variable of genus g , over the
constant "eld F
q
, associated to a smooth, absolutely irreducible curve X over
F
q
. Let Div(F/F
q
) be the divisor group of the algebraic function "eld F over F
q
,
i.e., the free abelian group generated by the places of the algebraic function
"eld F over F
q
. Let P
1
(F/F
q
) be the set of degree one places of F over F
q
and
N(F/F
q
) be the cardinality of P
1
(K/F
q
). The number N(F/F
q
) satis"es the
Hasse}Weil inequality N(F/F
q
)4q#1#2gJq . In particular, an algebraic
function "eld de"ned over F
q2
is called maximal if N(F/F
q2
) reaches the
Hasse}Weil bound. Setting N
q
(g)"MN(F/F
q
) DF/F
q
is a function "eld of F
q
of
genus gN and A(q)"lim sup
g?=
N
q
(g)/g , we know that A(q) satis"es the
Drinfeld}Vladut bound A(q)4Jq!1 [12]. Let us denote by P
F
the set of
principal divisors and by Div0(F/F
q
) the set of degree zero divisors which are
both subgroups of Div(F/F
q
) . We denote by [D] the class of a divisor
D modulo P
F
. Let Pic(X) be the Picard group that is the group of the
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F
. Let Pic0(X) be the "nite group of
the degree zero divisor classes moduloP
F
. Let h(F/F
q
) be the order of Pic0(X),
called the class number of F/F
q
. If D is a divisor then L(D)"M f3F,
D#( f )50NXM0N de"nes a vector space over F
q
whose dimension l(D) is
given by the Riemann}Roch theorem. We denote by K a canonical divisor.
A divisor D is called non-special if l(K!D)"0; otherwise D is called
special. A divisor of the form D"P where P is a place of F/F
q
, is called
a prime divisor. For any place P we de"ne F
P
to be the residue class "eld of
P which is a "nite extension of F
q
. The degree of a divisor D"+
P
a
P
P is
de"ned by degD"+
P
a
P
degP, where degP is the dimension of F
P
over F
q
.
The order of a divisorD"+
P
a
P
P in P is the number a
P
denoted ord
P
D . The
support of a divisorD is the set supp D of the places P such that ord
P
DO0.
The divisor D is called e!ective if ord
P
D50 for any P.
1.3. Known Results
The bilinear complexity k
q
(n) of multiplication in the n degree extension of
a "nite "eld F
q
with q elements is known for certain values of n. In particular,
Winograd [14] and de Groote [8] have shown that this complexity is
52n!1, with equality holding if and only if n41
2
q#1. Moreover, Lempel
et al. [9] have proved that the bilinear complexity of multiplication in any
"nite "eld F
qn
is such that k
q
(n)4f
q
(n)n , where f
q
(n) is asymptotically a very
slowly growing function. On the other hand, using interpolation on algebraic
curves, Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky in [3] have succeeded in obtaining
a principle of construction of fast multiplication algorithms. Shparlinski et al.
[11] have studied this principle and found new asymptotic bounds. More
precisely, they have proved that for any prime power q53,
M
q2
42(1# 1
q~2
) , M
q
46(1# 1
q~2
), and M
2
427, where M
q
"
lim sup
n?=
k
q
(n)/n. Using the principle of the D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky
algorithm applied to elliptic curves, M. A. Shokrollahi has shown in [10] that
the bilinear complexity of multiplication is equal to 2n for 1
2
q#1(n(
1
2
(q#1#2e(q)), where e is the function de"ned by:
e(q)"G
greatest integer42Jq prime to q if q is not a perfect square
2Jq if q is a perfect square.
Recently, in [1], we have generalized to algebraic function "elds the study
made by Shokrollahi. We have proved that if there exists an algebraic
function "eld F/F
q
of genus g containing a prime divisor Q of degree n,
a non-special divisor of degree g!1 and more than 2n#2g!2 places of
degree one, then k
q
(n)42n#g!1 (cf. Theorem 2.1 [1]). In particular,
we have shown that the maximal algebraic function "elds F/F
q2
satisfy
these properties and have deduced from them some new bounds on the
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q2
(n) for certain values of n, which are recalled in
Section 4.
1.4. New Results Established in „his Paper
Now, our main purpose is to "nd some new bounds on the multiplication
complexity in some extensions of an arbitrary "eld F
q
. In this paper, we
mainly prove that the bilinear complexity of multiplication in any "nite "eld
F
qn
where q is an arbitrary prime power, is such that k
q
(n)4B
q
n where B
q
is
de"ned by
B
q
"
i
g
g
j
g
g
k
6(1# q
q~3
) if q’3
2 (1# JqJq!3) if q’9 and q is a perfect square
45 if q"3
90 if q"2.
So we prove that the bilinear complexity of multiplication in the "nite "elds
F
qn
, where q is an arbitrary prime power, is linear uniformly in q with respect
to the degree n. To this end, we "rst establish the following general theorem in
Section 2, which is stronger than Theorem 2.1 in [1]:
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et q be a prime power and let n’1 be a natural number. If
there exists an algebraic function ,eld F/F
q
of genus g satisfying the conditions
(1) F/F
q
contains a prime divisor Q of degree n,
(2) N(F/F
q
)’2n#2g!2,
then
k
q
(n)42n#g!1.
The aim of this paper is to prove this theorem and the existence of algebraic
function "elds having these properties in order to give new bounds for the
large extensions of F
q
. If q is totally arbitrary, the problem is di$cult. Thus, in
Section 3 we limit our study to algebraic function "elds de"ned over F
q2
. In
that section, we use the tower of Artin}Schreier extensions of function "elds
attaining the Drinfeld}Vladut bound described by A. Garcia and H. Stich-
tenoth in [7]. From it, we show that for any prime power q53 and for all
natural numbers n’1
2
q2#1, there exist algebraic function "elds over
F
q2
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 4, from the
results obtained in Section 3, we give new bounds on the multiplication
complexity in any extension of F
q
for any prime power q.
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In this section, we establish Theorem 1.1 which ensures the existence of an
algorithm of complexity 42n#g!1 whenever there exists an algebraic
function "eld of genus g over F
q
having some good properties.
We will prove this theorem after establishing the following Lemmas 1
and 2.
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et q be a prime power. ‚et F/F
q
be an algebraic function ,eld
of genus g containing at least g#1 places of degree one. Suppose that
„-P
1
(F/F
q
) is a set of places of degree one such that D„ D5g#1. „hen there
exists a non-special divisor R with degR"g!1 and suppR-„ .
Proof. Under these assumptions, we know that there exists a non-special
divisorB50 with degB"g and suppB-„ by Proposition I.6.10 in [12].
Hence, by the Riemann}Roch theorem, l(B)"1 because B is non-special.
Let P3„ be a place of degree one such that P does not belong to supp B.
Let us consider the divisor R"B!P . First, note that we have clearly
suppR-„. Then L(R)"L(B!P)-L(B) and as B is e!ective, F
q
-
L(B) . Moreover, it is clear that F
q
WL(B!P)"M 0N , thus l (R)"0. As
moreover degR"g!1, it follows that R is non-special, which gives the
result. j
Let Lemma 2.2 be under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1.
LEMMA 2.2. „here exists a divisor D such that:
(1) „he evaluation map E de,ned by
E :L(D) P F
Q
f C f (Q)
is an isomorphism of vector spaces over F
q
.
(2) „here exist the places of degree one P
1
, 2 , P$*.L (2D) such that the
evaluation map „ de,ned by
„ :L(2D) P F$*.L(2D)
q
f C ( f (P
1
), 2 , f (P$*.L (2D)))
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The divisor Q is of degree n, hence the residue class "eld F
Q
of Q is
isomorphic to F
qn
. Since N’2n#2g!25g#1 for all n’1, there exists
a non-special divisor R with degR"g!1 by Lemma 2.1. Then we choose
a divisorD
1
such that D
1
"R#Q. Let [D
1
] be the class of D
1
, then by [4],
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1
] contains a divisor D de"ned over F
q
such that
ord
P
D"0 for all prime divisors of degree one and ord
Q
D"0. Since
ord
Q
D"0, L(D) is contained in the valuation ring O
Q
of Q. Hence E is
a restriction of the residue class mapping, and de"nes an F
q
-algebra
homomorphism. The kernel of E is L(D!Q). But D!Q is non-special of
degree g!1, then l (D!Q)"deg(D!Q)!g#1"0 and E is injective.
Moreover, of K is a canonical divisor, we have l (D)"l (K!D)#n by the
Riemann}Roch theorem. Hence, l (D)5n and as E is injective, we obtain
l(D)"n. We conclude that E is an isomorphism. Let P"MP
1
, 2 , PNN be
the set of prime divisors of degree one of F/F
q
. Let the evaluation map „P be
de"ned by
„P :L(2D) P FNq
f C ( f (P
1
), 2 , f (PN)) .
This map „ is well de"ned becauseL(2D) is contained in the valuation ring
of every prime divisor of degree one. Moreover, the kernel of „P is
L(2D!(P
1
#2#P
N
)) which is trivial because N’2n#2g!2. There-
fore „P is injective with rank dimL(2D). The lemma follows. j
Now we can prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Let S be the evaluation function de"ned by
S :L(D) P F$*.L(2D)
q
h C (h(P
1
), 2 , h (P$*.L (2D))) .
This map is well de"ned for the similar arguments as „. Let us denote by
e
1
, 2 , e$*.L (2D) the natural basis of F$*.
L (2D)
q
(i.e., e
i
"(0, 2 , 0, 1, 0, 2 , 0))
and by %
1
, 2 , %$*.L (2D) the dual basis of e1, 2 , e$*.L (2D) . Consider the
tensor
t
M
"$*.
L (2D)
+
i/1
A
i
?A
i
?C
i
,
where A
i
"%
i 3S 3E~13F*qn , the dual of Fqn , and Ci"„~1(ei)(Q)3Fqn . Note
that A
i
and C
i
are well de"ned because E and „ are isomorphisms by
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Now we have to show that t
M
(x ? y)"x .y. Let f and
370 STED PHANE BALLETg be de"ned by f"E~1(x) and g"E~1(y). Then
t
M
(x? y)"$*.
L (2D)
+
i/1
A
i
(x)A
i
(y)C
i
,
t
M
(x? y)"$*.
L (2D)
+
i/1
(%
i 3S 3E~1 (x)) . (%i 3 S 3E~1(y)) („~1(ei) (Q)) ,
thus
t
M
(x? y)"$*.
L (2D)
+
i/1
f (P
i
)g(P
i
) („~1(e
i
) (Q)) ,
and
t
M
(x? y)"„~1A
$*.L (2D)
+
i/1
f (P
i
)g (P
i
) e
iB (Q),
therefore
t
M
(x? y)"( fg)(Q)"f (Q)g(Q)"x .y ,
and as dimL(2D)"2n#g!1 by the Riemann}Roch theorem, the proof is
complete. j
Remark. In fact, one could get a proof of Theorem 1.1 applying Lemma
14.10 in [2] in conjunction with Lemma 2.2 but we prefer to give an
independant proof to be self-contained.
So, we have reduced the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 in [1] without losing
information. On the other hand, we can again reduce them but with the
restriction that n is large with respect to g or g is small.
COROLLARY 2.1. ‚et q be a prime power and n’1 be a natural number.
If there exists an algebraic function ,eld F/F
q
of genus g with
2g#14g(n~1)@2(q1@2!1) (in particular if g4(n!3)/4) such that
N(F/F
q
)’2n#2g!2, then
k
q
(n)42n#g!1.
Proof. The existence of a prime divisor Q of degree n is given by the
inegality 2g#14q(n~1)@2(q1@2!1) (in particular if g4(n!3)/4) by [12,
Corollary v.2.10.c p.179]. Finally, the result follows from Theorem 1.1. j
Now, it is interesting to know if for any q and for any integer n’1
2
q#1,
there exists an algebraic function "eld over F
q
satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1.1.
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HAVING REQUIRED PROPERTIES
In this section, we consider the tower F
1
jF
2
jF
3
j2 of function "elds
F
i
/F
q2
over F
q2
such the ratio N
i
/g
i
tends to the Drinfeld}Vladut bound
A(q2)"q!1, constructed by Garcia and Stichtenoth in [7]. From it, we
show that for any q53 and for almost all n3N, there exists an algebraic
function "eld having more than 2n#2g!2 places of degree one. First, let us
recall the two following results established by Garcia and Stichtenoth in [7].
THEOREM 3.1. „he genus g
k
"g(F
k
) is given by the following formula:
g
k
"
i
j
k
qk#qk~1!q(k‘1)@2!2q(k~1)@2#1, if k,1 mod 2
qk#qk~1!1
2
q(k@2)‘1!3
2
q(k@2)!q(k@2)~1#1, if k,0 mod 2.
‚et N
k
be the number of places of F
k
/F
q2
of degree one. „hen, for any k53, we
have
N
k
5(q2!1).qk~1#2q
COROLLARY 3.1. lim
k?=
N
k
/g
k
"q!1.
From this point on, let us set M
k
"(q2!1).qk~1#2q.
DEFINITION 3.1 ‚et
*
q,k
"M
k
!(2g
k
!2)"(q2!2q!3)qk~1#f (k) ,
where
f (k)"
i
j
k
2q(k‘1)@2#4q(k~1)@2#2q, if k,1 mod 2
q(k@2)‘1#3qk@2#2q(k@2)~1#2q, if k,0 mod 2.
‚et us consider the set
#
q,k
"Mn3N D*
q,k
’2nN ,
which, if q53, is not empty. „hen we de,ne the upper ray of F
k
/F
q2
,
R
q,k
"sup #
q,k
"card#
q,k
!1"
i
j
k
x*q,k2y if *q,k is odd
*q,k
2
!1 if *
q,k
is even.
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’
q,k
"Mn3N D2g
k
#14qn~1(q!1)N
which is clearly not empty. „hen we de,ne the lower ray of F
k
/F
q2
,
!
q,k
"inf’
q,k
and the action domain of F
k
/F
q2
I
q,k
"#
q,k
W’
q,k
"[!
q,k
, R
q,k
].
First, we consider the case q’2.
LEMMA 3.1. ‚et q be a prime power53. „hen (*
q,k
)
k53
is an increasing
sequence such that lim
k?=
*
q,k
"R.
Proof. Let q be an arbitary prime power. For any k53, *
q,k
"
(q2!2q!3)qk~1#f (k), where f (k) is a positive and increasing function.
Consequently, if q’2, (*
q,k
)
k53
is increasing and tends to in"nity. j
LEMMA 3.2. ‚et q be a prime power 53. „hen for any k53, the action
domain of #
q,k
,
I
q,k
"#
q,k
W’
q,k
"[!
q,k
, R
q,k
],
is not empty.
Proof. It follows from !
q,k
(R
q,k
for any k53 and for any q53. Indeed,
it is clear that g
k
satis"es 2g
k
#142qk~1 (q#1). Moreover, for any q53, if
n5k#2, then we have 2qk~1(q#1)4qn~1(q!1). Thus !
q,k
4k#2. Fur-
ther, for any q53, we know that *
q,k
5f (k), which yields R
q,k
5f (k)
2
. Conse-
quently, because for any k53 we have k#2(f (k)
2
, we obtain R
q,k
’!
q,k
and the proof is complete. j
LEMMA 3.3. ‚et q be a prime power53. „hen for any k53, I
q,k
WI
q,k‘1
is
not empty.
Proof. If follows from !
q,k‘1
(R
q,k
for any k53 and for any q53.
Indeed, in the proof of Lemma 3.2, for any k53 and for any q53 we
obtained !
q,k
4k#2. Thus we have !
q,k‘1
4k#3. Moreover, R
q,k
5f (k)
2
.
Consequently, because for any k53 we have k#3(f (k)
2
, we obtain
R
q,k
’!
q,k‘1
and the proof is complete. j
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q,=
"Z=
k/3
I
q,k
, then J
q,=
is a covering of [!
q,3
,R[LN.
Proof. First, !
q,k
is an increasing function for any k53. Consequently,
the result immediatly follows from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. j
PROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et q be a prime power53. „hen for any n’!
q,3
, there
exists an algebraic function ,eld of genus g
k
having more than 2n#2g
k
!2
places of degree one and at least a place of degree n. In particular, it is true for
n such that n’1
2
q2#1.
Proof. By [12, Corollary v.2.10.c p. 179], for any n such that 2g#14
q(n~1)(q!1), there exists at least one place of degree n over an algebraic
function "eld F/F
q
of genus g. Consequently, by the de"nition of I
q,k
and by
Lemma 3.4, for any n3I
q,=
, there exists an algebraic function "eld of genus
g
k
having more than 2n#2g
k
!2 places of degree one and at least a place of
degree n. Moreover, for any q53, !
q,3
(1
2
q2#1 and the proof is com-
plete. j
Example. Let q"3. If k"3, then *
3,3
"30, g
3,3
"22, !
3,3
"4 and
thus, for any integer n such that 3(n(15, there exists an algebraic function
"eld F/F
9
(of genus g"22) having more than 2n#2g!2 places of degree
one and at least one place of degree n. If k"4, then *
3,4
"66, g
3,4
"79,
!
3,4
"5 and thus, 4(n(33. If k"5, then *
3,5
"78, g
3,5
"280, !
3,5
"7
and thus, 6(n(39. And so on. Consequently, for any n’3 there exists
algebraic function "elds F/F
9
of genus g having more than 2n#2g!2 places
of degree one and at least one place of degree n.
Let us consider the case q"2. Then by the Drinfeld}Vladut bound, it is
clear that there exists a integer g
0
’0 such that for any integer g’g
0
,
N
q
(g)!(2g!2)(0. Consequently, we have the following result:
PROPOSITION 3.2. „here exists an integer n
0
such that for any integer
n’n
0
, there does not exist an algebraic function ,eld of genus g over F
4
having
more than 2n#2g!2 places of degree one.
4. BOUNDS ON THE MULTIPLICATION COMPLEXITY
In this section, we re"ne results on the multiplication complexity in F
(q2)n
,
n3N, established in [1] and give new results from the method studied in the
preceding section.
First, let us re"ne certain results established in [1]:
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et q be a prime power such that q53 and let g be
the genus of a maximal function ,eld. „hen for any integer n satisfying
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2
q2#1(n(q2‘3
2
#g(q!1), we have
2n4k
q2
(n)42n#g!1.
Proof. By de"nition, an algebraic function "eld of genus g is maximal if it
is de"ned over F
q2
and its number of places of degree one reaches the
Hasse}Weil bound. Moreover, by a recent result due to R. Fuhrmann and F.
Torres in [6], we know that its genus g is such that g4(q~1)2
4
or g"q2~q
2
.
Consequently, the theorem is directly obtained by applying Corollary 2.1. j
COROLLARY4.1. ‚et q be a prime power such that q53 and g"(m~1)(q~1)
2
,
where m is an integer such that m’1 and m Dq#1. „hen for all integers n such
that 1
2
q2#1(n(q3‘3
2
#g(q!1), we have
2n4k
q2
(n)42n#g!1.
Proof. By [12], if m divides q#1 then there exists a maximal function
"eld of genus g"(m~1)(q~1)
2
over F
q2
. Consequently, the result follows from
Theorem 4.1. j
This theorem provides us with an upper bound which depends on g and
therefore also on the intervals of the degrees n of "eld extensions. This upper
bound is clearly bounded by one given for the value g"q2~q
2
with m"q#1
which corresponds to the Hermitian case. In this case, for any integer n such
that 1
2
q2#1(n(q3‘3
2
!q(q~1)
2
, we have 2n4k
q2
(n)42n#g!1. More-
over, by [13] there always exists a maximal function "eld called elliptic of
genus g"1. Thus, for any integer n such that 1
2
q2#1(n(1
2
(q2#2q#1),
we have k
q2
(n)"2n which is already known by Corollary 1 in [10].
Remark. Note that these results are now valid for q"3 in contrast to
these established in [1]. It is precisely Corollary 2.1 which enable us to obtain
the existence of a prime divisor of degree n, with q"3 and n’1
2
q2#1.
Example. Let q"4, we know that there exist maximal function "elds
over F
16
of genera 1, 2 and 6. Consequently, the elliptic case of g"1 provides
k
16
(n)"2n for 9(n412, the hyperelliptic case of g"2 gives
2n4k
16
(n)42n#1 for 12(n415, and "nally the Hermitian case of g"6
gives 2n4k
16
(n)42n#5 for 15(n427.
Now, let us give some new bounds obtained from the results of Section 3
and Theorem 1.1.
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375THEOREM 4.2. ‚et q be a prime power such that q53 and let g
k
be the
integer such that for any k53,
g
k
"
i
j
k
qk#qk~1!q(k‘1)@2!2q(k~1)@2#1, if k,1 mod 2
qk#qk~1!1
2
q(k@2)‘1!3
2
qk@2!q(k@2)~1#1, if k,0 mod 2.
and
M
k
"(q2!1) .qk~1#2q .
„hen for all integers n3N such that n’1
2
q2#1, we have
2n4k
q2
(n)42n#g
k0
!1,
where k
0
is the integer such that g
k0
"min Mg
k
Dn((M
k
!2g
k
#2)/2N .
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 2.1. j
COROLLARY 4.2. ‚et q be a prime power such that q’3. „hen for any
integer
k
q2
(n)42A1#
q
q!3B n .
Moreover, if 1
2
qk~1(q2!2q!3)4n(1
2
qk~1(q2!2q!3)#f(k)
2
, where
f (k)"
i
j
k
2q(k‘1)@2#4q(k~1)@2#2q, if k,1 mod 2
q(k@2)‘1#3qk@2#2q(k@2)~1#2q, if k,0 mod 2,
then
k
q2
(n)42A1#
1
q!3Bn .
Proof. For any integer n, let k be the smallest such that 2n(M
k
!
2g
k
#2, then 2n5M
k~1
!2g
k~1
#2. Consequently, we have k!14
log
q
(2n)!log
q
(q2!2q!3)#1. Moreover, we have k
q2
(n)42n
#g
k
!142n#qk#qk~1 by Theorem 4.2, then k
q2
(n)42n#
q-0’q(2n)~-0’q(q2~2q~3)‘1(q#1), i.e., k
q2
(n)42(1#(q/q!3))n. Further, if
1
2
qk~1 (q2!2q!3)4n(1
2
qk~1(q2!2q!3)#f(k)
2
, then we have k!14
log
q
(2n)!log
q
(q2!2q!3). Consequently, we obtain k
q2
(n)42n#g
k
!1
42n#qk#qk~142n#q-0’q(2n)~-0’q(q2~2q~3)(q#1), i.e., k
q2
(n)42(1#
(1/q!3))n and the proof is complete. j
376 STED PHANE BALLETCOROLLARY 4.3. ‚et q be an prime power such that q’3. „hen for any
integer n,
k
q
(n)46A1#
q
q!3Bn. (3)
For q"3, k
3
(n)445n.
For q"2, k
2
(n)490n.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 in [11], for all integers n and m, we have
k
q
(n)4k
q
(mn)4k
q
(m)k
qm
(n). Hence for q’3, we put m"2 and use k
q
(2)"3
for any q. Then the inequality (3) follows from Corollary 4.2. For q"3 we
put m"2, then we use the inequality (3) and k
3
(2)"3. For q"2 we
put m"4, then we use the "rst inequality of Corollary 4.2 and k
2
(4)"9
by [3]. j
Remark.
(1) In particular, we see that for any prime power q and any degree n of
the extension, the complexity of multiplication is linear in n.
(2) Asymptotically we obtain that for q’3, M
q2
"lim
n?=
supk
q2
(n)/n
42(1#(q/q!3)) and for q’3, M
q
46(1#(q/q!3)). These asymptotic
estimates are not as good as the estimates M
q2
42(1#(1/q!2)) and
M
q
46(1#(1/q!2)) of Shparlinski in [11] which also are valid for q"3.
But note that our result is valid for all n, not merely asymptotically. In our
case, the di!erence in asymptotic performance is due to the use of a family of
curves for which we can easily verify that the sequence of its genera is not
su$ciently dense. E!ectively, lim
k?=
gk
gk‘1
"1/q, which explains the presence
of the factor q in the bound, while in [11] lim
k?=
gk
gk‘1
"1.
(3) Moreover for the "nite "elds F
q2
, our result is obtained from con-
structible curves in contrast to the modular curves used in [11]. Conse-
quently, for any q’3 and any n, we have found a family of bilinear
multiplication algorithms which are interpolation algorithms on algebraic
curves over F
q2
, with a complexity linear with respect to the degree n of the
extension.
(4) Garcia and Stichtenoth’s curves are not the only explicit curves
which attain the Drinfeld}Vladut bound. Recently, Noam Elkies in [5] has
shown that these curves are modular and has also obtained other sequences
of function "elds attaining the Drinfeld}Vladut bound. One interesting
aspect of these curves is that the corresponding towers of function "elds are
only tamely rami"ed. Hence, it is conceivable that these function "elds lead to
a better estimate in Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.3. However, this is not
straightforward because certain parameters of each step of the tower have to
be determined.
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